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ART PHOTOGRAPHY

A luminous love affair
Conﬁned to Paris, photographers reveal the city of
lights at her most unguarded, writes Stephen Todd.

Every afternoon, photographer Raphael
Metivet leaves his Right Bank apartment
and clambers up some Parisian rooftop to
capture a different view of his home town.
Sometimes it’s a grand monument: the neoMoorish Sacré-Coeur, say, all thrusting
columns and busty cupolas; or the steel
girders of the Eiffel Tower. Other days it’s a

residential quartier: a collage of grey zinc
roofs peppered with terracotta chimney
pots, the occasional inhabitant visible
within a grand 19th-century ediﬁce.
Roaming across the capital, Metivet’s vision
is panoramic; his love of the city expansive.
‘‘I wait up to three hours to get the shot,’’
he explains. ‘‘I’m waiting for l’heure bleue,

that transitional zone that is neither day nor
night.’’ The moment Joan Didion in Blue
Nights calls ‘‘the gloaming ... the glisten, the
glamour’’.
Eric Houdoyer, on the other hand, prefers
the lucidity of Parisian daylight. Every
morning he leaves his Left Bank apartment
for Montparnasse train station, where he
takes the elevated Metro line a few stops to
La Motte-Picquet Grenelle, then alights and
meanders via side streets towards the gilded
dome of the Invalides before heading – by
bus – back home. Every so often, when the
light is just right, he stops and waits for a
passerby to stray into frame – then, snap!
Never varying his route, not staying one
place long, Houdoyer’s vision is intense, his
love of the city focused on the minutiae of
the moment.
‘‘It’s always the same route but something
special always happens. There’s a moment
when the city becomes an image, where all
the elements fall into place like magic and click! – that’s the picture. After that one
snap, I move on. I don’t hang around and try
to retake a picture.’’
Taken together, the images of the two
photographers represent a unique paradox
at the heart of Parisian culture:
grandiloquent ﬂights of poetic fancy offset
by deep-rooted intellectual rigour. (During
the 20 years I lived there, I fondly recall
endless dinners where the superbly dressed
guests would debate the merits of the latest
tome by Michel Houellebecq or a
retrospective of Agnes Varda ﬁlms, way into
the wee hours.)
Metivet, who previously worked in
e-commerce for French luxury brands,
began photographing Paris from the street
about three years ago, always positioning a
landmark building to anchor his image.
‘‘But after a while, there are only so many
ways you can photograph the Louvre
without it turning into a cliché,’’ he laughs.

Raphael Metivet,
left, awaits ‘l’heure
bleue’ to capture
Paris from its
rooftops. PHOTOS:
@CARINA_TA_
LEGAO, ERIC
HOUDOYER

One day he was invited up onto a roof –
generally accessed via a tiny timber stair
somewhere among the chambres de bonnes
(maids’ rooms) under the slanted zinc
rooftops of the 1860s buildings designed by
Baron Georges-Eugène Haussmann;
sometimes up a rickety step ladder and
through a hatch in ancient buildings that
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Apple Macs that seem to be permanently
turned on.
For his part, Houdoyer prefers to focus on
the intimacy of Parisians going about their
business at street level. The naked back of a
woman in a halter dress, nonchalantly
crossing a street. A tanned hand dangling a
cigarette out a car window. An ephemeral
ﬁgure seated inside an anonymous cafe.
‘‘The person is part of the scene, never the
subject of the image,’’ he says.
‘‘The light is particularly beautiful in the
part of Paris I walk through. It’s as if a
projector is bathing the pavement in a
special glow and the streetscape just comes
together naturally. A person – always a
stranger – just happens to pass by, the
composition almost makes itself.’’
Densely saturated, with colours that form
stark planes across the frame, Houdoyer’s
images are graphic abstractions of a moment
in time. Almost Edward Hopper-esque in

@david_fossa and @charles_cohen_boye.
‘‘As people became conﬁned to their
apartments, photographing views from
their windows or, indeed, from above the
rooﬂine became something of a trend,’’ says
Metivet.
‘‘We rooftoppers are quite recognisable
these days, and often people who see us
from their apartments wave signs with their
mobile phone numbers so we can send
them the photos.’’
Other times, the rooftoppers signal to
residents to bring their families out onto
their balconies to be photographed.
Other pictures are ‘‘stolen’’ images of
interiors. Metivet merrily points out a fruit
bowl in one apartment, a painting of a face
in another, an iconic black-and-white
photograph by Helmut Newton of a naked
Charlotte Rampling in yet another.
Clearly, we are the voyeurs into a private
world populated by funky furniture and

The person is part of
the scene, never the
subject of the image.
Eric Houdoyer, photographer
escaped Haussmann’s revamp of the city
under Napoleon III.
‘‘I was so moved by the beauty of the city
from up there,’’ says Metivet. His ﬁrst aerial
shots, taken as Paris came out of its initial
lockdown back in May, went viral (no pun
intended). Soon enough, a gang of selfproclaimed ‘‘rooftoppers’’ coalesced around
him and more often than not they now go
shooting together.
‘‘It’s safer in a group,’’ he says,
acknowledging other rooftoppers such as
@toits_de_paris, @carina_ta_legao,

Eric Houdoyer’s
images, above and
right, recall the
paintings of Edward
Hopper. Above:
lockdown view of a
Haussmann facade.
PHOTOS:
ERIC HOUDOYER,
RAPHAEL METIVIT
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their moody, melancholic ambience, the
images are not retouched – the photographer
prefers to tinker instead with the contrast to
create a sense of quiet drama.
‘‘Paris is my canvas,’’ Houdoyer says,
admitting to shooting two images in LA and
to thinking of shooting in London.
Says Metivet: ‘‘There is a charm, a
timeless beauty in Parisian architecture.
You can see the splendour of the facade or
the beauty on the street, and create your
own story behind it.’’ L&L
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